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Chapter I
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are 3 things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

After Jonathan Harker arrived at the hotel, the landlady gave him a 
letter from Count Dracula. The following day, Jonathan left on a coach 
for Borgo Pass, where Dracula’s coach would meet him and take him 
to the castle. The ride to the castle was very enjoyable, and Jonathan 
saw a strange blue flame and heard the sound of many wolves. When 
Jonathan arrived at the castle, Dracula met him at the door, took his 
bags, and led him to a room where supper was waiting for him. Dracula 
drank wine and later said that the sound of wolves was like beautiful 
music.

B. Multiple Choice

1.Before leaving for Transylvania to do business with a ................ of 
this country, I did some research.
a) king b) nobleman c) lord d) chief
2.When I got near the door of the hotel, I faced a .............. landlady.
a) cheery-looking  b) grim-looking    
c) sad-looking  d) mean-looking
3.The road was .............., but still we seemed to fly over it.
a) smooth b) hard c) soft d) rough
4.The horses began to act strangely and jump .............. wildly.
a) about b) up c) through d) over
5.I could see from the flash of our lamps that the horses were black as 
...............
a) morning b) noon c) evening d) night
6.I grew .............. afraid, but the driver was not at all disturbed.
a) terrible b) terribly c) terror d) terrorise
7.This was all so strange that I was afraid .............. speak or move.
a) to b) of c) for d) without
8.Inside stood a tall old man dressed in black from head to .............. .
a) leg b) waist c) foot d) knee
9.He took my bags, and I followed him .............. the house.
a) into b) out of c) under d) from
10.„You will excuse me .............. I do not eat with you,” said the Count.
a) when b) where c) then d) that
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C. Crossword
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Across:
1. a person who belongs to a high social class (for example: king, count, 
lord)
3. a long piece of leather used to control horses
5. a long piece of leather with a handle used to make animals go faster
6. an area of land without a roof which has walls around it; usually in a 
castle
8. a long loud cry made by a dog or wolf
9. a small cross usually with a figure of Jesus on it
11. a woman with magic powers used to do bad things
12. a belief that cannot be explained by science

Down:
2. a woman who rents a house or room to people for money
4. something which moves people or things from one place to another 
(for example: car, bus, carriage)
7. the place where somebody or something is going or being sent
10. the bright light that comes from something on firen

D. True or False
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or false.

True False

1. Jonathan went to a district in the middle of the 
Carpathian Mountains.

2. It was almost noon when Jonathan got to Bistritz.

3. Dracula’s carriage will meet Jonathan at the Borgo 
Pass.

4. The driver was taking his time to reach the pass.

5. A coach with four black horses appeared beside 
Jonathan’s coach.

6. When Jonathan looked at his watch, it was almost 
midnight.

7. The driver did not see the blue flame.

8. Dracula had a hooked nose, a white moustache, and 
pointed ears.

9. Jonathan was happy to see the big fire and a table set 
for supper.

10. Dracula ate dinner with Jonathan.
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E. Cloze
Some of the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you 
can remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to 
help you, but remember to put them into the correct form.

think     seem     grow     begin     appear     take     come     
drive     hide     cracked     enter     look     see     act

After a time our driver (1)................ his big whip over his four small 
horses and we set off on our journey. The road was rough, but still we 
(2)................ to fly over it. The driver was evidently losing no time in 
reaching our destination.
When it (3)................ dark there seemed to be some excitement 
amongst the other passengers, and the mountains seemed to 
(4)................ nearer to us on each side as we were (5)................ the 
Borgo Pass.  As we slowed to a stop, I (6)................ out for the next 
coach that was to (7)................ me to the Count, but all was dark, and 
there was no sign of a vehicle. 
I was (8)................ what I should do, when, suddenly, the horses 
(9)................ to (10)................ strangely and jump about wildly. 
Then a coach with four horses (11)................ beside us. I could see 
from the flash of our lamps that the horses were black as night and 
(12)................ by a tall man with a long beard and a great, black 
hat, which seemed to (13)................ his face from us. I could only 
(14)................ the shine of a pair of very bright eyes, which seemed 
red in the lamplight, and sharp-looking teeth as white as snow. 

F. Collocations (part 1)
Match the words on the left to the words on the right.

without
do
shake
enjoy
as white
from head
as black
set off
for your mother’s

business with somebody
your stay
as night
sake
as snow
a word
on a journey
with fright
to foot

G. Collocations (part 2)
Match the collocations above with their similar meaning below.

1.very dark black
2.completely covered with the same all over the body
3.so afraid that you are shaking
4.to begin travelling
5.very white
6.in order to help somebody
7.wishing someone to have a good time while they are visiting
8.to work with somebody, usually buying or selling something
9.not saying anything; to be completely silent

H. Order Sentences
All these sentences appeared in the story. Put them in the correct 
order as they were in the original.

1. She seemed very worried for me, but there was business to be done, 
and I could allow nothing to stop me.
2. A moment later, the wolves had disappeared and the driver climbed 
back into the coach.
3. I also read that every known superstition in the world is collected 
here.
4. I was thinking what I should do, when, suddenly, the horses began to 
act strangely and jump about wildly.
5. As we rode further and further into the Pass, I began to hear the 
sound of the howling of wolves.
6. At once he stopped the horses, jumped to the ground and went 
rapidly over to the flame.
7. I am Dracula, and I welcome you, Mr. Harker, to my house.
8. They were a hundred times more terrible in the silence than when 
they were howling.
9. His ears were pale and extremely pointed, and his fingernails were 
long and cut to a sharp point.
10. I was standing in front of a huge door wondering what to do when I 
heard a heavy step behind the door and saw the glow of a light.
11. He left, but immediately returned with a letter.
12. The driver was evidently losing no time in reaching our destination.
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10. I must get away from this c _ _ _ e _ land, where the devil and his 
children still walk with earthly feet!

C. Definitions
Match the words you completed in exercise „2 Word Completion” 
with their correct meanings below.

1. not being able to move (verb) -
2. not believing in something (noun) - 
3. a tool used for digging (noun) -
4. surprised (verb) -
5. to hold something tightly (verb) - 
6. a feeling of being alone (noun) -
7. feeling as if everything is spinning round (adjective) - 
8. something that is horrible or strongly hated (adjective) - 
9. when something is found (noun) - 
10. not present somewhere (adjective) - 

D. True or False
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or 
false.

True False

1. Jonathan found a library room with many books, 
magazines, and newspapers in English.

2. Carfax estate is near an old church and a private 
lunatic asylum.

3. Dracula became more angry after he touched the 
crucifix.

4. Jonathan only saw the Count crawl „like a lizard” 
only once.

5. Three young ladies appeared to Jonathan in the 
moonlight.

6. The Count gave the three women a bag with an 
animal inside it.
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Did You Know?
Bram Stoker, the author of „Dracula”, never even went to Transylvania 
in Romania until after he wrote the book. He learned almost everything 
about the country and its superstitions in London’s British Museum.

Chapter 2
A. Questions
Answer the following questions about Chapter 2 using full 
sentences.

1.What is the name of the estate that Dracula was purchasing in 
England?
2.What did Dracula do with Jonathan’s shaving glass?
3.How did Jonathan feel when he found all the doors locked in the 
castle?
4.What did Jonathan hope the three young ladies would do?
5.Who came to stay in the courtyard of the castle?
6.How did Jonathan get into Dracula’s room?
7.How many boxes were in the ruined chapel?
8.Was Jonathan able to kind a key to escape?

B. Word Completion
Complete the words in the sentences from the letters given.

1. I have to be _ b _ _ _ t for a while. Do not wait for me.
2. I was s _ _ _ _ _ _ d for I had not seen him come in, and there was no 
reflection of him in the mirror!
3. I watched in _ _ _b _ l _ _ f as the Count slowly came out of the 
window and began to crawl just like a lizard down the castle wall.
4. There was a horrible lo _ _ li _ _ _ _ in the place, which chilled my 
heart.
5. As my eyes opened, I saw his strong hand _ _ _ sp the neck of the 
fair woman and throw her violently from him.
6. I did not feel _ _ zz _ even though the height was great, and in no 
time I found myself standing outside the window.
7. Here I made a terrifying d _ _ _ _ _ e _ y.
8. I grabbed a sp _ _ _ , which the workmen had been using to fill the 
boxes, and struck at his hateful face.
9. The sight seemed to _ _ _ _ l _ se me, and the spade fell from my hand.
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F. Cloze
Some of the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you 
can remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to 
help you, but remember to put them into the correct form.

shake     hear     run     contain     change     fall     stop     
grab     rid     strike     turn     search     drip     lay

There, in one of the boxes, of which there were fifty in all, 
(1)................ the Count! His white hair and moustache were 
(2)................ to dark grey and his mouth was red with fresh blood, 
which (3)................ from the corners of his mouth and (4)................ 
down his chin and neck. He was either dead or asleep, I could not say 
which, for his eyes were open, but there was no sign of movement, no 
breath, no beating of the heart.
I (5)................ as I leaned over to (6)................ him, but I couldn’t 
find the key. Then I (7)................ and looked at the Count. A terrible 
desire came upon me to (8)................ the world of such a monster. 
I (9)................ a spade, which the workmen had been using to fill 
the boxes, and (10)................ at his hateful face. But as I did so, the 
head (11)................, and the eyes fell upon me. The sight seemed to 
paralyse me, and the spade (12)................ from my hand. 
Just then I (13)................ the sound of gypsies coming towards the 
chapel. With a last look around and at the box which (14)................ 
the evil body, I ran from the place.

G. Collocations (part 1)
Match the words on the left to the words on the right.

watch
burning
leave
to rid
sit down
working
to burn
take

to business
with anger
care
without a word
in disbelief
desire
tirelessly
the world
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7. The gypsies brought wagons with large boxes to the 
castle.

8. There was blood dripping from the Count’s mouth 
when Jonathan discovered him in one of the boxes.

9. Jonathan tried to hit the Count with an axe.

10. Jonathan was too afraid to leave the castle.

E. Multiple Choice

1. Now come and tell me of London and of the house which you have 
found ................ me.
a) for b) to c) from d) at
2. He stayed with me and asked many questions ................ morning.
a) until b) after c) throughout d) into
3. There was no reflection of him ................ the mirror!
a) on b) through c) in d) at
4 ................. first I could not believe my eyes.
a) Over          b) Before          c) In          d) At
5 ................. he had gone, I thought of using the opportunity to 
explore the castle more.
a) During b) Afte c) Though d) Upon
6.I felt ................ my heart a wicked, burning desire that they would 
kiss me.
a) on b) at c) in d) with
7. They have been working tirelessly somewhere deep in the castle, for 
I have heard the sound ................ digging.
a) to b) of c) from d) for
8. When morning came, a wild desire took me to find the key 
................ the front door and escape.
a) with b) towards c) without d) to
9. I climbed in ................ the window and looked around for the 
Count, but the room was empty.
a) out of b) onto c) over d) through
10. I shook as I leaned ................ to search him, but I couldn’t find the key.
a) over b) up c) back d) under
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2.Oh, Mina, I love him and have ................ his proposal!
a) granted b) liked c) accepted d) given
3.For me this is the nicest spot in Whitby and has a full ................ of 
the harbour and the bay.
a) view b) picture c) sight d) image
4.I wonder where Jonathan is, and if he is ................ of me!
a) thinking b) wondering c) thoughtful d) considering
5.As I said this, he threw himself on his ................ and begged me to let 
him have a cat.
a) hands b) feet c) legs d) knees
6.The wind roared like ................, and lots of sea-fog came inland.
a) lightning b) water c) thunder d) rain
7.The very moment the ship ................ the shore, a huge dog jumped 
out onto the sand.
a) grabbed b) grasped c) touched d) held
8.According to the log, the ship is Russian from Varna and is ................ 
the Demeter.
a) spelled b) said c) called d) spoken
9.The captain wrote that shortly after they set sail, the crew started 
going missing one by ................. .
a) two b) another c) each d) one
10.I ................ on some clothes and ran out to look for her.
a) fell b) jumped c) placed d) threw
11.There was not a ................ of any living thing about.
a) sign b) symbol c) design d) clue
12.When I bent over her, I could see that she was still asleep, but she 
was breathing ................. .
a) hardly b) soft c) heavy d) heavily

C. True or False
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or 
false.

True False

1. Lucy received three marriage proposals in one day.

2. The three men that proposed to Lucy were Dr. 
Morris, Mr. Seward and Arthur Godalming.

3. Arthur Holmwood is the son of Lord Godalming.
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H. Collocations (part 2)
Match the collocations above with their similar meaning below.

1. to go away without saying anything
2. be careful
3. to remove something completely from the earth 
4. to begin working with someone
5. to be very mad
6. to work constantly without stopping to rest
7. to want something, or want to do something, very much
8. to see something and not believe it

Did You Know?
The real „Dracula” was a Romanian prince named Vlad Tepes, who 
was born in 1431 in the town of Sighisoara in central Romania. He was 
well-known for his brutal way of punishing people by sticking them on 
the end of a long, sharp pole, but he did not drink blood and was not 
considered a vampire. That idea was created by Bram Stoker.

Chapter 3
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are 3 things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them. 

After writing letters to each other, Lucy comes to stay with Mina and her 
mother in Whitby. Lucy tells Mina about her coming marriage to Arthur, 
but Mina is sad because she hasn’t heard from Jonathan in a long time. 
Meanwhile, Dr. Seward writes about his strange patient, Mr. Renfield, 
who is collecting flies, spiders and cats. Later, Mina writes about a ship 
that came into the harbour during a huge storm. There was no one on 
the ship except for the dead captain and a large dog which immediately 
ran away. A few days after the storm, Mina finds Lucy walking around 
the town at night. When she gets Lucy back into bed, Mina discovers 
two red points on her neck and some blood on her nightdress.

B. Multiple Choice

1.Jonathan is in Transylvania on ................ and will be returning in 
about a week.
a) busy b) business c) businessman d) work
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9) a badly damaged or destroyed building
10) a place where ships are tied up
12) a period of time when you have to wait

Down:
1) something that saves somebody from danger
2) a plan that is suggested
4) terrible or awful
6) a hospital for people who are insane or crazy
11) a light, calm wind

E. Useful Phrases (part 1)
Here are some phrases from the story. They are in the wrong order. 
Put them in the correct order.

1. have accepted his proposal
2. a sort of duty to tell him
3. they are, if anything, larger than before
4. I was firm
5. grows more interesting every day
6. a full view of the harbour and the bay
7. he told me how dear I was to him
8. ask me a very great favour
9. there was not a sign of any living thing about
10. the ship touched the shore
11. it seems impossible to believe even now
12. took my hand in his

F. Useful Phrases (part 2)
Now, without looking at the sentences above, try to complete the gaps.

1. have ................. his proposal
2. a sort of ................. to tell him
3. they are, if anything, larger than .................
4. I was .................
5. ................. more interesting every day
6. a ................. view of the harbour and the bay
7. he told me how ................. I was to him
8. ask me a very great .................
9. there was not a sign of any ................. thing about
10. the ship ................. the shore

4. Whitby Abbey is Mina’s favourite spot in the town.

5. Dr. Seward watched Mr. Renfield eat the sparrows.

6. The corpse of the ship’s captain was tied to the 
wheel of the ship.

7. The ship had a cargo of fifty large boxes filled with 
dirt.

8. Mina found Lucy sitting on one of the benches in 
the churchyard.

9. Mina saw a something dark with a white face and red 
eyes standing behind Lucy.

10. The tiny points on Lucy’s neck disappeared after a 
few days.

D. Crossword

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

8

9 10 11
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Across:
3) a place where dead people are buried
5) goods that are carried in a ship
7) a dead body
8) not cooked
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H. Word Match
Match the word on the left with a word of the same meaning on the 
right.

fancy
duty
graveyard
case
firm
vomit
massive
shore
seaman
log
mate
heal 

get better
situation
huge
cemetery
beach
diary
responsibility
determined
imagine
assistant
be sick
sailor

Did You Know?
There are around 160 films that have Count Dracula as a main 
character in them. There has even been a popular Broadway musical 
about Dracula!

Chapter 4
A. Questions
Answer the following questions about Chapter 4 using full 
sentences.

1. Who sent Mina a letter saying that Jonathan has been ill with a 
horrible brain fever?
2. What did Jonathan give Mina before they were married?
3. Why does Lucy wish Mina was with her?
4. Why does Arthur have to leave?
5. Who does Dr. Seward ask to come at once to see Lucy?
6. What kind of flowers did Van Helsing bring to Lucy?
7. What did Lucy see when she looked out the window?
8. How did Dr. Seward and Van Helsing get into Lucy’s house?
9. What did Van Helsing notice about Lucy’s teeth?
10. Why did Van Helsing ask Dr. Seward to wake up Arthur?
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11. it seems impossible to ................. even now
12. took my ................. in his

G. Preposition Check
Complete these sentences with the correct preposition from the 
box below.

after     on     into     about     over     beside     with     from     
onto     through     behind     about     beside     towards 

1. Forgive my long delay in writing, but I have been so busy ................. 
work.
2. Well, I must tell you ................. the three.
3. Mr. Morris sat down ................. me and took my hand in his.
4. He is the son of Lord Godalming and ................. a good family.
5. This is a lovely place ................. the sea.
6. There are walks with seats beside them all ................. the 
churchyard.
7. I am so worried ................. him.
8. A horrid fly buzzed ................. the room.
9. ................. a few more days, Renfield managed to get a sparrow.
10. He threw himself ................. his knees and begged me to let him 
have a cat.
11. The harbour searchlight saw a ship coming ................. the port. 
12. A huge dog jumped out ................. the sand and ran off into the 
darkness.
13. He jumped ................. the side of the ship into the sea.
14. Something dark was standing ................. her.
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D. True or False
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or false.

True False

1. Mina went to Budapest to help Jonathan and bring him 
back to England.

2. Jonathan wants to remember everything about his 
trip to Transylvania.

3. Mina took Jonathan’s notebook and locked it in a 
drawer.

4. Arthur wants Dr. Seward to visit Lucy while he is 
away.

5. Professor Van Helsing is an old friend of Dr. 
Seward’s.

6. Arthur gave some of his blood to help Lucy.

7. Dr. Seward was positive that the wounds on Lucy’s 
neck were the cause for her loss of blood.

8. The Professor tied some garlic together and made 
Lucy wear it around her neck.

9. A huge bat broke through the window and 
frightened Lucy and her mother.

10. Lucy had to have a second operation to give her 
blood.

When Van Helsing removed the garlic from around 
Lucy’s neck, the wounds had disappeared.

Arthur kissed Lucy before she died.

E. Who said this?
Can you remember who said these comments?

1. „Poor girl, there is peace for her at last. It is the end!”
2. „It is all over. She is dead!”
3. „Oh, my love, I am so glad you have come! Kiss me!”
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B. Word Completion
Complete the words in the sentences from the letters given.

1. He arrived there by train in a state of _ a _ _ _ ss and has been ill 
these past six weeks.
2. I took the notebook Jonathan gave me, wrapped it in paper and 
sealed it with _ _ x.
3. I feel so weak and tired that I didn’t have the _ _ _ r _ t to try to be 
cheerful.
4. She was terribly _ al _, and her breathing was painful to hear.
5. At first I thought that this _ o _ n _ might be the answer to the loss 
of blood.
6. This afternoon Van Helsing brought a great bu _ _ _ of white 
flowers to Lucy, who seems to be feeling much better.
7. I must have fa _ _ _e _, for I remember no more for a while.
8. I feel I am dying of w _ _ k _ _ _ s.
9. I received an _ _ g _ n _ telegram this morning from Dr. Van 
Helsing asking me to check on Lucy.
10. He turned to me and said g _ _ _ _ ly, „Not so. It is only the 
beginning!”

C. Definitions
Match the words you completed in exercise „B Word Completion” 
with their correct meanings below.

1. the state of not being very strong (noun) - 
2. a substance made from fat or oil and is used to make candles (noun) -
3. seriously (adverb) -
4. very important (adjective) - 
5. having less colour than usual; almost white (adjective) - 
6. a number of things, usually of the same kind (noun) - 
7. the state of being crazy or insane (noun) - 
8. to lose consciousness (verb) - 
9. an injury to part of your body (noun) -
10. energy, strength of mind (noun) - 
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so I have written to my old friend and master, Professor Van Helsing 
from Amsterdam.

so I came here to see her.

I am not sure what is wrong

A letter came from a nun in Budapest

I was so worried about Lucy,

but never let me know what is written here.

Take it and keep it, read it if you will,

that I didn’t have the spirit to try to be cheerful.that I didn’t have the 
spirit to try to be cheerful.

as if struck by lightning.

she came in and sat by me to see if I was well.

and a chill came over me.

Then she fell over dead,

I took Arthur by the arm and led him away to the next room

Seeing that I was not asleep,

where he sat down and cried.

I received an urgent telegram this morning from Dr. Van Helsing

I bent over to look, 

asking me to check on Lucy.
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4. „We need more blood again, and soon.”
5. „Is there anybody there?”
6. „Why, these flowers are only common garlic.”
7. „My life is hers, and I would give the last drop of blood in my body 
for her.”
8. „I want to start a new life with our marriage.”
9. „You have come just in time.”
10. „Not for your living soul and hers!”

F.Word Formation
Read through the chapter again and see if you can find different 
forms of the words below. The types of speech are given to you in 
(brackets), and the first example has been done for you.

final (adjective) finally (adverb)

to marry (verb) (noun)

cheer (noun) (adjective)

fright (noun) (verb)

to breathe (verb) (noun)

health (noun) (adjective)

to break (verb) (adjective)

hot (adjective) (noun)

to operate (verb) (noun)

to begin (verb) (noun)

G. Match the Sentences
The following sentences from Chapter 4 have been split apart and 
mixed up. Put them back together so that they are correct.

saying that he arrived there by train in a state of madness.

I feel so weak and tired
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Soon after Jonathan returns to England, he sees the Count, who seems 
to have become younger. Mina becomes very worried about Jonathan 
and decides to read his incredible journal. Professor Van Helsing 
writes to Mina a few days later telling her that Lucy has passed away, 
and that he wishes to meet with Mina because he has many questions 
for her. After their meeting, Van Helsing reads Mina’s journal as well 
and says that everything written in it is true. The Professor then returns 
to Dr. Seward’s home and gives him a newspaper with an article in it 
about children who have been found with the same wounds on their 
necks as Lucy. When he explains to Dr. Seward that these wounds are 
being made by Lucy and that she is not really dead, Arthur, Jonathan, 
Dr. Seward and the Professor go to Lucy’s grave and discover she is 
not in her coffin, but actually Undead. Lucy returns later that night 
with a small child in her arms, but quickly runs back into her tomb 
after seeing some garlic. The four men enter Lucy’s tomb, and Arthur 
hammers a stake through her heart. When all is done, the Professor 
says they must destroy the cause of this evil before it happens again.

B. Cloze
Some of the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you can 
remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to help 
you, but remember to put them into the correct form.

take     arrive     tell     go     bury     telegram     get     
keep     may     remove     say      lock

At Van Helsing’s request, I (1) ................ Arthur and Quincy and asked 
them to come and meet us as soon as possible. After they (2) ................, Van 
Helsing (3)................ us all what he wanted to do.
„I want you all to come with me to the churchyard at Kingstead,” said Van 
Helsing. „And then to enter the tomb and open the coffin!”
Arthur looked at him in shock. „Professor, is this some horrible joke?” 
he (4)................ angrily.
After a pause Van Helsing (5)................ on, „Miss Lucy is dead, is it 
not so? Then there can be no wrong to her. But if she is not dead. . .”
Arthur jumped to his feet, „Good God!” he cried. „What do you mean? 
Has she been (6)................ alive?”
„I did not say she was alive. I go no further than to say that she 
(7)................ be Undead. All I ask you now is that you come with me, 
and that you look and listen.” 
It was just a before twelve o’clock when we (8)................ into the 
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G. Word Search
Find the past tense of these verbs in the puzzle below:
TAKE / BRING / THROW / GIVE / PREPARE / SAY / LEAD / 
FALL / RECEIVE / GRAB / SEE / FILL / WORRY / CRY / WAKE / 
FIND

C R I E D O P E W R T Y U I P
T E T B J J L G R A B B E D K
G C G R F E M N M Z V B N M S
B E G T F G A V E A F D B P A
Y I T Y Q A A W J W C V B J I
H V O U V O S P R E P A R E D
N E O I B E D W W U S L O Y T
U D K O V X F W K H S K U S Y
J P T P R E F O U N D J G F Y

M Q V Q H J I K M R W H H C W
I A F A I K L E W E Q G T X T
K Z C F E L L G L S D F W F H
O W D S S T E H W A S L C Z R
W O R R I E D B N Z X E X W E
L S E Z Z K P J B V C D S A W

Did You Know?
The vampire bat is only found in Mexico and Central and Southern 
America. They mostly feed off the blood of farm animals while they are 
sleeping. The vampire bat doesn’t suck the blood, but after it bites the 
animal, it licks up the blood just like a cat licks up milk.

Chapter 5
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are three things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them
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churchyard. We all (9)................ close together, and when we came 
to the tomb the Professor (10)................ the door and we all entered. 
Once inside he walked over to a coffin and began (11)................ the lid 
off. When the lid was (12)................ we all looked in. 
The coffin was empty!

C. Multiple Choice

1. He occasionally wakes up in the night ................ and still needs 
looking after, though.
a) shake b) trembled c) shiver d) trembling
2. I ................ if there is any truth in it at all, or did he get his brain 
fever and then write all those terrible things?
a) wonder b) wander c) think d) thinking
3. I have the sad ................ to tell you that your dear friend Lucy has 
passed away.
a) reasonable b) responsible c) responsibility d) responsive
4. He thought he saw someone who ................ him of something 
terrible.
a) remembered b) mentioned c) reminded d) forgot
5. She ................ me in the doctor’s letter that all I wrote down was 
true.
a) looked b) watched c) saw d) showed
6. But, now that I know, I am not ................, even of the Count.
a) fear b) afraid c) frightful d) threatened
7. He pointed out a paragraph about children being taken and injured 
by a ................ lady in Hampstead.
a) different b) strange c) bizarrely d) unique
8. Professor, is this some horrible ................?
a) laugh b) funny c) joke d) comedy
9. There was a long silence as we were all thinking about the ................ 
of Lucy’s empty coffin.
a) mystery b) confusion c) fiction d) puzzle
10. I could hear a ................ from Arthur.
a) gasp b) yell c) scream d) cry
11. She seemed like a ................ form of Lucy as she lay there with 
pointed teeth and blood stained mouth.
a) dream b) nightmare c) vision d) fantasy
12. But now we must find and destroy the ................ of this evil before 
it can happen again.
a) starting b) reason c) beginning d) cause

D. Crossword

1

2

3 4

5

6 7

8

9

10

11

Across:
3. a condition caused by magic
5. very bad or unpleasant
8. to damage something so badly that it cannot be used
9. something that has a coloured mark that is difficult to remove is 
................
11. a dream that is frightening
Down:
1. ready to do dangerous things without showing fear
2. the shape of a person
3. the ability to think or behave in a normal way
4. a box in which a dead body is buried
6. something you can’t understand or explain
7. a wooden or metal pole with a point at one end
10. great anger
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G. Vocabulary
Chapter 5 contains a lot of vocabulary about parts of the body. 16 
different parts are mentioned. Can you find them all?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

H. Fill the Gaps
Read the sentences below and fill the gaps with the correct 
information from Chapter 5.

1. Mina wonders if there is any ................ in what Jonathan wrote in his 
journal.
2. The Professor’s face was full of ................ after he read the journal.
3. Jonathan was almost ................, but he had a shock after seeing the 
Count.
4. Jonathan had been ................ his own sanity about what had 
happened to him in Transylvania.
5. Arthur was shocked that the Professor wanted him to go to the 
................ and enter the tomb.
6. The Professor thinks that Lucy might be .................
7. When they entered to tomb, they found that the ................ was 
empty.
8. Lucy was afraid of the golden ................ that Van Helsing held.

Did You Know?
The character of Professor Van Helsing was given his own film 
recently. In the film „Van Helsing”, the Professor (played by Hugh 
Jackman, who was in the „X-Men” movies) battles not only Dracula, 
but the Wolf Man and Frankenstein’s monster.
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E. Collocations
Match the words on the left to the words on the right.

out 
the time 
for your own 
passed 
full 
opened his arms 
made a new 
buried 
cold 
under 

away
of sight
a spell
alive
has come
wide
as ice
of excitement
man of me
good

F. Order Sentences
All these sentences appeared in the story. Put them in the order in 
which they were in the original.

1. Much stranger things are yet to be.
2. I go no further than to say that she might be Undead.
3. She is no longer the devil’s Undead.
4. There are darknesses in life, and there are lights. You are one of the 
lights.
5. Miss Lucy is dead, is it not so?
6. Strange and terrible as it is, it is true!
7. Van Helsing jumped forward and held his little golden crucifix 
between them.
8. Read it over while I order lunch, and then you can ask me questions 
while we eat.
9. He was very pale and was staring in terror at a tall, thin man with a 
black moustache and pointed beard.
10. Jonathan seemed quite certain it was the Count.
11. Then she advanced to Arthur with open arms and an evil smile.
12. Arthur bravely placed the point over the heart and then he struck 
with all his strength.
13. That is true indirectly, but not directly.
14. I have read your letters to poor Lucy and I have many questions. 
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8. The Count escaped by turning into a mist and going 
out under the door.

9. There was blood on Mina’s neck from where the 
Count had bitten her.

10. Mina is slowly becoming a vampire because of the 
Count’s blood.

C. Word Completion
Complete the words in the sentences from the letters given.

1. All we have to go upon are _ _ _ d _ _ io _ s and superstitions.
2. He has the strength of twenty men and the knowledge of 
the _ _ n _ _ _ i _ s.
3. Then we must _ _ _ _ _ _ ise the earth so that he can no longer seek 
safety in it.
4. We went over to the house, taking care to stay in the _ _ ad _ _ s.
5. We are going into a terrible danger, and we need a _ m _ of many 
kinds.
6. He began to w _ i _ _ _ _.
7. As I saw the _ is _ coming in, I grabbed it tight.
8. K _ _ _ l _ n _ on the edge of the bed was his wife, and by her side 
stood the Count.
9. The Count turned his face, and his eyes flamed red with devilish 
_ _ ss _ _ _.
10. He threw his v _ _ _ _ m back upon the bed and then and jumped 
towards us.
11. God _ i _ y me!
12. His _ le _ _ stood out darkly against his whitening hair.
13. Van Helsing placed a piece of the _ _ _ red Wafer upon Mrs. 
Mina’s forehead in order to protect her while we were gone.
14. Mrs. Mina now has the blood of the Count within her v _ _ n _ and 
is slowly becoming like him. 
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Chapter 6
A. Questions
Answer the following questions about Chapter 6 using full 
sentences.

1. Where was the Carfax estate located?
2. When can a vampire change shape?
3. What does Van Helsing say they must do with the fifty boxes or 
earth?
4. How many boxes were found at Carfax estate?
5. Why was Renfield mad at the Count?
6. What was the Count forcing Mina to do?
7. What happened to Jonathan’s hair after Mina explained what had 
happened to her?
8. What happened when Van Helsing placed a piece of the Sacred 
Wafer upon Mina’s forehead?

B. True or False

True False

1. Jonathan and Mina put together all the information 
from everyone’s diaries, notes and letters.

2. Count Dracula has the strength of twenty men and 
can change into many shapes.

3. Van Helsing saw the Count at Carfax estate.

4. Dr. Seward heard Renfield shout and found him 
lying on the floor.

5. Renfield opened the window and let the Count into 
the asylum.

6. Renfield was able to stop the Count from going to 
Mina.

7. When everyone entered Mina’s room, they saw 
Jonathan fighting with the Count.
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9. red life with blood years all in of it
10. unclean me made blood he unclean drink his

F. Preposition Check
Complete these sentences with the correct preposition from the 
box below.

about     against     into     around     without     within     before     
under     next to     beside     in     over     towards     out of

1. Dracula had bought the Carfax estate just ................ the asylum.
2. Professor Van Helsing began to tell us more ................ Count 
Dracula.
3. Then we must sterilise the earth so that he can no longer seek safety 
................ it.
4. My friends, we are going ................ a terrible danger.
5. As he spoke he gave each of us some garlic to put ................ our necks.
6. The Professor began to shake, but Renfield went on ................ 
noticing.
7. It made me mad to know that he had been taking the life ................ 
her.
8. There was a red cloud ................ me and a noise like thunder.
9. The mist went away ................ the door.
10. We all hurried to Mrs. Harker’s room and threw ourselves 
................ the door.
11. On the bed ................ the window lay Jonathan Harker.
12. He threw his victim back upon the bed and then jumped ................ 
us.
13. ................ his face came a grey look which deepened and deepened 
as morning came.
14. Mrs. Mina now has the blood of the Count ................ her veins.
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D. Definitions
Match the words you completed in exercise „C Word Completion” 
with their correct meanings below.

1. connected with God; having a special religious meaning (adjective) -
2. a person who is hurt or killed by somebody or something (noun) - 
3. a period of 100 years (noun) - 
4. to make something completely clean (verb) - 
5. a very strong feeling, especially of love, hate or anger (noun) - 
6. to speak very quietly (verb) - 
7. vessel in the body in which blood is carried to the heart (noun) - 
8. a custom of belief that has continued from the past to the present 
(noun) - 
9. to feel sadness for someone who is in trouble (verb) - 
10. the soft parts of the body (noun) - 
11. clouds close to the ground; a thin fog (noun) - 
12. weapons (noun) - 
13. to go down on one or both knees (verb) - 
14. an area that is dark and without direct light (noun) - 

E. Who said this?
Can you remember who said these comments?

1. „Then there are things which make him powerless, such as garlic and 
the crucifix.”
2. „The first thing is to see how many of the boxes are left.”
3. „I have something that I must say before I die.”
4. „All red blood, with years of life in it!”
5. „Unclean! Unclean! He made me drink his blood!”

Now, without looking at the sentences above, see if you can put the 
words into the correct order and with the correct punctuation?

6. garlic then as things and which the make crucifix there him 
powerless such are 
7. boxes is the first of many thing to see how the are left
8. I something have I that I must before die say 
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G. Ordering Actions
All these actions happened in the story. Put them in the correct 
order in which they happened.

1. They looked around Carfax estate and found twenty-nine boxes.
2. Professor Van Helsing told everyone that some of the boxes had 
been removed from Carfax estate.
3. The Count threw Mina upon the bed.
4. Van Helsing gave everyone an envelope containing pieces of Sacred 
Wafer.
5. Quincey lit a match so they could see.
6. Dr. Seward was shocked when he entered Mina’s room.
7. Jonathan and Mina came to meet everyone at the asylum.
8. They decided to go sterilise the earth in the boxes.
9. Mina began crying.
10. Refield had an accident.

H.  Word Match
Match the word on the left with a word of the same meaning on the 
right.

tale
estate
battle
knowledge
seek
attendant
still
chest
devilish
advance

guard
motionless
story
evil
move forward
fight
look for
breast
wisdom
property

Did You Know?
One of the first movies about Dracula was a 1922 silent film called 
Nosferatu the Vampire. In the story, Dracula’s name was changed to 
that of Count Orlok because of legal reasons, and the story was set in 
Germany instead of Transylvania. This movie is still considered to be 
the most frightening vampire film ever made.

Chapter 7
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are 3 things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

Jonathan writes in his journal about how they find all of Dracula’s boxes 
and then destroy them. Mina then asks the Professor to hypnotise her, 
because it may help them find the location of Dracula. By doing this, 
they discover that the Count has gotten on board a ship and is trying 
to escape back to Transylvania. They all decide to follow Dracula, 
because it is the only way to save Mina from turning into a vampire. 
After following Dracula for many days, they decide to split up and 
meet later at Castle Dracula if no one is able to catch him earlier. Van 
Helsing and Mina reach the castle first, and the Professor leaves Mina 
inside a church while he enters the castle and kills the three vampire 
women that Jonathan saw before. The next day, Dracula arrives by a 
wagon driven by gypsies, but they are closely followed by Jonathan, 
Quincey, Arthur and Dr. Seward. There is a battle with the Count, 
and Quincey is seriously injured. But just as the sun begins to set, 
Jonathan and Quincey are able to kill Dracula. Dracula immediately 
turns to dust, and Mina is free from the curse, but Quincey dies from 
his wound.

B. Fill the Gaps
Read the sentences below and fill the gaps with the correct 
information from Chapter 7.

1. Mina might be able to discover where the Count is if Van Helsing 
tries to ................ her.
2. The Professor believes that the Count means to ................ because 
he is afraid.
3. They can travel ................ to Varna in three days.
4. The Count’s box was collected in Galatz by his loyal ................ .
5. Even though Mina was becoming a vampire, her ................ was safe 
within the holy circle.
6. There was one great ................ with the word „DRACULA” written 
on it.
7. The three devil women turned to ................ as soon as Van Helsing 
cut off their heads.
8. The gypsies drew their ................ and surrounded the cart.
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17. binoculars; a tool used to see far away (two words)
18. the part of a person which is believed to continue to exist after the 
person is dead
19. to use something for a short time by paying for it

Down:
2. above your head
4. to separate or move apart (two word)
5. not travelling by sea or air
6. a small, thin piece of metal with a point at one end, usually used to 
hold wood together
7. brave; not showing fear
10. an amazing event that is impossible to explain
11. the line where the earth and sky appear to meet
14. to win or succeed, especially in battle
15. to go, jump, fall very suddenly and with force
16. to say that you don’t want something
19. connected with God or religion

D. Multiple Choice

1.We had returned home after ................ them by putting a piece of 
the Sacred Wafer.
a) cleaning b) washing c) removing d) sterilising
2.She could ................ the sound of water and the noise of feet coming 
from somewhere overhead.
a) listen b) enjoy c) hear d) catch
3.A strange ................ covered the city so that we could see nothing.
a) wind b) gas c) cloud d) fog
4.The ship had sailed past Varna and has landed a few hundred 
kilometres ................ up the river in Galatz.
a) far b) later c) further d) distant
5.I left Madam Mina sleeping within the holy circle and made my 
................ to the castle.
a) way b) path c) trail d) road
6.I knew that at sunset the Thing within the box could change into 
many ................ to try and escape.
a) figures b) shapes c) forms d) positions
7.We ................ hid behind a rock and held our weapons ready. 
a) together b) both c) us d) each
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9. Dracula was ................ pale and had red eyes and a cruel look.
10. The ................ upon Mina’s forehead disappeared after Dracula 
was killed.

C. Crossword

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

8

9

10

11 12 13 14

15 16

17

18

19

Across:
1. great sadness
3. something that causes great harm
8. to put someone in a deep sleep so you can control their mind
9. to be faithful to someone or something
12. very unkind
13. soft, fine dirt that collects on thing over a long time
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7.all day the through 
8.means he to escape
9.found all we one but 
10.kind a sleep of 

G. Match the Sentences
The following sentences from Chapter 7 have been split apart and 
mixed up. Put them back together so that they are correct.

where I knew Jonathan was coming.

He has taken his last box on board a ship,

so that we could see nothing.

two voices shouted out, „Halt!”

getting closer and closer to the mountains.

The Professor and I made our way towards the east 

As the three groups came closer, 

The nails came out with a painful sound, 

split up.

At that moment, the mark upon my forehead disappeared 

We waited many days for the ship in Varna, but one night a strange 
fog covered the city

and the top of the box was thrown back.

All yesterday we travelled through the snow, 

After the Professor had put her into a kind of sleep, 

he asked her many questions.

The Professor has suggested we 

and he is leaving.

as if had never been there at all.
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8.Every one of the gypsies drew their weapons and formed a circle 
................ the cart to protect it.
a) round b) over c) throughout d) outside
9.Mr. Morris had had to use ................ to pass through his side of the 
ring of gypsies.
a) force b) pressure c) effort d) power
10.I could see that he was holding his side, and that blood was 
................ through his fingers.
a) dropping b) dripping c) sliding d) slipping
11.He was deathly pale, and his red eyes ................ with a horrible 
cruel look.
a) glanced b) looked c) stared d) glared
12.Before our very eyes, the whole body ................ into dust and 
passed from our sight.
a) crashed b) crumbled c) crushed d) cracked

E. Useful Phrases (part 1)
Here are some phrases from the story. They are in the wrong order. 
Put them in the correct order.

1.before our very eyes
2.he means to escape
3.wondering what next to do
4.the gypsies came to a stop
5.straight in front of us
6.in a little while
7.all through the day
8.she lay in a deep sleep
9.a kind of sleep
10.we found all but one

F. Useful Phrases (part 2)
Without looking at the phrases above, see if you can put the words 
into the correct order.

1.our before eyes very 
2.to gypsies stop came a the
3.little while in a 
4.sleep in a deep lay she
5.us of in front straight
6.wondering what do next to 
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The ride to the castle was not very enjoyable.
Dracula did not drink or eat anything.

B. 1. b     2. a     3. d     4. a     5. d     6. b     7. a     8. c     9. a     10. d

C. Across:
1. nobleman     3. reins     5. whip     6. courtyard     8. howl     9. crucifix     11. witch     
12. superstition 
Down: 
2. landlady    4. vehicle     7. destination      10. flame

D. 1. T     2. F     3. T     4. F     5. T     6. T     7. F     8. T     9. T     10. F

E. 1. cracked     2. seemed     3. grew     4. come     5. entering     6. looked     7. take     
8. thinking     9. began     10. act     11. appeared     12. driven     13. hide     14. see

F. 1. without a word
2. do business with somebody
3. shake with fright
4. enjoy your stay
5. as white as snow
6. from head to foot
7. as black as night
8. set off on a journey
9. for your mother’s sake

G. 1. as black as night
2. from head to foot
3. shake with fright
4. set off on a journey
5. white as snow
6. for your mother’s sake
7. enjoy your stay
8. do business with somebody
9. without a word

H. 1. - 3     2. - 11     3. - 1     4. - 12    5. - 5     6. - 4     7. - 6     8. - 8     9. - 2     10. - 10     
11. - 9     12. - 7 
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The gypsies turned and rode away in fright, 

leaving us alone.

H. Word Formation
Read through the chapter again and see if you can find different 
forms of the words below. The types of speech are given to you in 
(brackets), and the first example has been done for you.

discovery (noun) to discover (verb)

to investigate (verb) (noun)

loyalty (noun) (adjective)

safety (noun) (adjective)

terror (noun) (adjective)

protection (noun) (verb)

horizontal (adjective) (noun)

to lead (verb) (noun)

strong (adjective) (noun)

courage (noun) (adjective)

Did You Know?
Bela Lugosi, the Hungarian actor who became the most famous 
Dracula in film history, died in 1956 at the age of 73. He was buried in 
the same black cape he wore as Dracula in the film.

 
Key

Chapter 1

A. 
After Jonathan Harker arrived at the hotel, the elderly man gave him a letter from 
Count Dracula.
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7. burning desire
8. watch in disbelief

Chapter 3

A. Mina comes to stay with Lucy and her mother at Whitby.
Dr. Seward writes about his strange patient, Mr. Renfield, who is collecting flies, 
spiders and sparrows.
A few days after the storm, Mina finds Lucy walking around the churchyard at night.

B. 1. b     2. c     3. a     4. a     5. d     6. c     7. c     8. c     9. d     10. d     11. a     12. d

C. 1. T     2. F     3. T     4. F     5. F     6. T     7. T     8. T     9. T     10. F

D. Across:
3. graveyard     5. cargo     7.corpse     8. raw     9. ruin     10. harbour     12. delay
Down: 
1. salvation    2. proposal     4. horrid      6. asylum      11. breeze

E. 1. - 7     2. - 2     3. - 12     4. - 1    5. - 6     6. - 5     7. - 8     8. - 4     9. - 11     10. - 10     
11. - 9     12. - 3

F. 1. accepted     2. duty     3. before     4. firm     5. grows     6. full     7. dear     8. favour
9. living     10. touched     11. believe     12. hand

G. 1. with     2. about     3. beside     4. from     5. beside     6. through     7. about     8. into
9. after     10. on     11. towards     12. onto     13. over     14. behind

H.  
fancy
duty
graveyard
case
firm
vomit
massive
shore
seaman
log
mate
heal

imagine
responsibility
cemetery
situation
determined
be sick
huge
beach
sailor
diary
assistant
get better
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Chapter 2

A. 1. The name of the estate is Carfax.
2. He threw it out of the window.
3. He felt like a prisoner.
4. He hoped they would kiss him.
5. A band of gypsies came to stay in the courtyard.
6. He climbed down the wall and in through the window.
7. There were fifty boxes in the ruined chapel.
8. No, he couldn’t find a key to escape.

B. 1. absent     2. startled     3. disbelief     4. loneliness     5. grasp     6. dizzy     
7. discovery     8. spade     9. paralyse     10. cursed

C.  1. paralyse     2. disbelief     3. spade     4. startled     5. grasp     6. loneliness
7. dizzy     8. cursed     9. discovery     10. absent

D. 1. T     2. T     3. F     4. F     5. T     6. F     7. T     8. T     9. F     10. F

E. 1.a     2. a     3. c     4. d     5. b     6. c     7. b     8. d     9. d     10. a

F. 1. lay     2. changed     3. dripped     4. ran     5. shook     6. search     7. stopped   8. rid    
9. grabbed    10. struck    11. turned    12. fell    13. heard    14. contained

G. 1. watch in disbelief
2. burning desire
3. leave without a word
4. to rid the world
5. sit down to business
6. working tirelessly
7. to burn with anger
8. take care

H. 1. leave without a word
2. take care
3. to rid the world
4. sit down to business
5. to burn with anger
6. working tirelessly
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Seeing that I was not asleep, she came in and sat by me to see if I was well.

Then she fell over dead, as if struck by lightning.

I received an urgent telegram this morning from Dr. Van Helsing asking me to check 
on Lucy.

I bent over to look, and a chill came over me.

I took Arthur by the arm and led him away to the next room where he sat down and 
cried.

H. 
C R I E D

E G R A B B E D
C S
E G A V E A
I T B I
V O P R E P A R E D
E O O
D K W U

F O U N D G
I K H
L E T T

F E L L H
E L R

W O R R I E D E E
D S A W

Chapter 5

A. Van Helsing reads Jonathan’s journal.
Arthur, Quincey, Dr. Seward and the Professor go to Lucy’s tomb.
Lucy runs into the tomb after seeing a crucifix.

B. 1. telegrammed     2. arrived     3. told     4. said     5. went     6. buried     7. might     
8. got     9. kept     10. unlocked     11. taking     12. removed

C. 1. d     2. a     3. c     4. c     5. d     6. b     7. b     8. c     9. a     10. a     11. b       12. d
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Chapter 4

A. 1. A nun from Budapest sent a letter to Mina.
2. Jonathan gave Mina his notebook.
3. Because she feels so unhappy and has bad dreams.
4. Arthur has to leave because his father is ill.
5. He ask Professor Van Helsing from Amsterdam to come see Lucy.
6. Van Helsing brought Lucy some common garlic.
7. Lucy saw a big bat when she looked out the window.
8. They climbed in through an open window.
9. He noticed they looked longer and sharper than usual.
10. Because Lucy was dying.

B. 1. madness     2. wax     3. spirit     4. pale     5. wound     6. bunch     7. fainted     
8. weakness     9. urgent     10. gravely

C. 1. weakness     2. wax     3. gravely     4. urgent     5. pale      6. bunch     7. madness
8. fainted     9. wound      10. spirit 

D. 1. T     2. F     3. F     4. T     5. T     6. T     7. F     8. T     9. F     10. T     11. T     12. F

E. 1. Dr. Seward     2. Van Helsing     3. Lucy      4. Van Helsing     5. Lucy      6. Lucy 
7. Arthur     8. Jonathan      9. Van Helsing     10. Van Helsing     

F. marriage      cheerful      frighten      breathing      healthy      broken      heat      
operation      beginning

G. 

A letter came from a nun in Budapest saying that he arrived there by train in a state of 
madness.

Take it and keep it, read it if you will, but never let me know what is written here.

I feel so weak and tired that I didn’t have the spirit to try to be cheerful.

I am not sure what is wrong so I have written to my old friend and master,

Professor Van Helsing from Amsterdam.

I was so worried about Lucy, so I came here to see her.
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D. Across: 
 3. spell     5. foul     8. destroy     9. stained     11. nightmare
Down: 
1. brave     2. figure     3. sanity     4. coffin     6. mystery     7. stake     10. rage

E. 1. out of sight
2. the time has come
3. for your own good
4. passed away
5. full of excitement
6. opened his arms wide
7. made a new man of me
8. buried alive
9. cold as ice
10. under a spell

F. 1. He was very pale and was staring in terror at a tall, thin man with a black 
moustache and pointed beard.

2. Jonathan seemed quite certain it was the Count.
3. I have read your letters to poor Lucy and I have many questions. 
4. Read it over while I order lunch, and then you can ask me questions while we eat.
5. There are darknesses in life, and there are lights. You are one of the lights.
6. Strange and terrible as it is, it is true!
7. That is true indirectly, but not directly.
8. Miss Lucy is dead, is it not so?
9. I go no further than to say that she might be Undead.
10. Much stranger things are yet to be.
11. Then she advanced to Arthur with open arms and an evil smile.
12. Van Helsing jumped forward and held his little golden crucifix between them.
13. Arthur bravely placed the point over the heart and then he struck with all his 

strength.
14. She is no longer the devil’s Undead.

G. 1. arm     2. moustache     3. beard     4. brain     5. face     6. hands     7. necks     
8. elbows     9. face     10. breast     11. heart     12. lips     13. arms     14. teeth     
15. mouth     16. shoulder

H. 1. truth     2. excitement     3. recovered     4. doubting     5. churchyard     6. undead     
7. coffin     8. crucifix

Chapter 6

A. 1. The Carfax estate was located just next to the asylum.
2. A vampire can only change shape at sunrise, noon and sunset.
3. Van Helsing says they must sterilise the earth in the boxes.
4. Only twenty-nine out of the fifty boxes were found at Carfax estate.
5. Renfield was mad at the Count because he had been taking the life out of Mina.
6. The Count was forcing Mina to drink his blood.
7. Jonathan’s hair became white.
8. The piece of Sacred Wafer burned into her flesh as though it was a piece of white hot 

metal.

B. 1. T     2. T     3. F     4. F     5. T     6. F     7. F     8. T     9. T     10. T

C. 1. traditions     2. centuries     3. sterilise     4. shadows     5. arms     6. whisper     
7. mist     8. Kneeling     9. passion     10. victim     11. pity     12. flesh     13. Sacred     
14. veins  

D. 1. Sacred     2. victim     3. centuries     4. sterilise     5. passion     6. whisper     7. veins     
8. traditions     9. pity     10. flesh     11. mist     12. arms     13. Kneeling     14. shadows

E. 1. Van Helsing     2. Van Helsing     3. Renfield     4. Count Dracula     5. Mina     

6. ”Then there are things which make him powerless, such as garlic and the crucifix.”
7. ”The first thing is to see how many of the boxes are left.”
8. ”I have something that I must say before I die.”
9. ”All red blood, with years of life in it!”
10. ”Unclean! Unclean! He made me drink his blood!” 

F. 1. next to     2. about     3. in     4. into     5. around     6. without     7. out of     8. before 
9. under     10. against     11. beside     12. towards     13. over     14. within

G. 1. Jonathan and Mina came to meet everyone at the asylum.
2. Professor Van Helsing told everyone that some of the boxes had been removed 

from Carfax estate.
3. Van Helsing gave everyone an envelope containing pieces of Sacred Wafer.
4. They looked around Carfax estate and found twenty-nine boxes.
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5. Refield had an accident.
6. Dr. Seward was shocked when he entered Mina’s room.
7. The Count threw Mina upon the bed.
8. Quincey lit a match so they could see.
9. Mina began crying.
10. They decided to go sterilise the earth in the boxes.

H.  
tale
estate
battle
knowledge
seek
attendant
still
chest
devilish
advance

story
property
fight
wisdom
look for
guard
motionless
breast
evil
move forward

Chapter 7

A. 1. They do not find all of Dracula’s. One is still missing.
2. The Professor does not leave Mina in a church, but inside a holy circle.
3. There is a battle with the gypsies, not the Count.

B. 1. hypnotise     2. escape     3. overland     4. gypsies     5. soul     6. tomb     7. dust     
8. weapons     9. deathly     10. mark

C. Across: 
 1. sorrow     3. curse     8. hypnotise     9. loyal     12. cruel     13. dust     17. fieldglasses      

18. soul     19. hire
Down: 
2. overhead     4. splitup     5. overland     6. nails     7. courageous     10. miracle     

11. horizon     14. triumph     15. plunge     16. refuse    19. holy

D. 1. d    2. c    3. d    4. c    5. a    6. c    7. b    8. a    9. a    10. b    11. d    12. b

E. 1. we found all but one
2. wondering what next to do
3. a kind of sleep
4. he means to escape
5. all through the day
6. she lay in a deep sleep
7. in a little while
8. straight in front of us
9. the gypsies came to a stop
10. before our very eyes

F. 1. before our very eyes
2. the gypsies came to a stop
3. in a little while
4. she lay in a deep sleep
5. straight in front of us
6. wondering what next to do
7. all through the day
8. he means to escape
9. we found all but one
10. a kind of sleep

G. 

After the Professor had put her into a kind of sleep, he asked her many questions.

He has taken his last box on board a ship, and he is leaving.

We waited many days for the ship in Varna, but one night a strange fog covered the 
city so that we could see nothing.

The Professor has suggested we split up.

All yesterday we travelled through the snow, getting closer and closer to the 
mountains.

The Professor and I made our way towards the east where I knew Jonathan was 
coming.

As the three groups came closer, two voices shouted out, „Halt!”
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The nails came out with a painful sound, and the top of the box was thrown back.

The gypsies turned and rode away in fright, leaving us alone.

At that moment, the mark upon my forehead disappeared as if had never been there 
at all.

H. investigation     loyal     safe     terrible     to protect     horizon     leader     strength     
courageous


